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Dear AI, 

I have been mulling over your notes for a few days now. 

Here are some preliminary reactions which you might like to think 

about. 
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the story of Maisie's rape and subsequent theatrical 

much of a cliche it had better go. I'm keen to keep 

I like as a character and as a foil for Augusta. 

realise ugh is not unique or even very special, but I wonder 

whether th story needs one plain likeable nice guy with whom the 

reader can identify, as well as all those colourful larger-than

life types 

My fi st response was to consider making Maisie the wife of 

Miller. lhat would be a radical change, of course; and one of 

the bigge~t consequences is that the reader may not want her to 

go back ~o Hugh if that means deserting Miller, who is ,
isympathet"c. 

2. think you're only half right about Part V. The 

collapse 0 the bank is the central dramatic event of the story. 

Augusta's ride and foolishness cause it, and Miller's genius and 

honesty sa e the situation. What I have obviously failed to put 

across in the outline is the extent to which many of the 

characters identify with the bank. They are proud of it, it 

ealth and a position in the world, it is their work, 

their triumph. If it fails they are nothing. AI, 

you would feel if Writers House, instead of being 

many achievements in your life, was the only thing 

done that was any good, the only reason people 

u and invited you to parties, the only reason people 

children to marry your children; and think how you 

would then eel if it went bust. This is high drama! 

3. I worry that Miller may not be sufficiently engaging 
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to take the c role you want for him. Maybe he is a Soames 

Forsyte. that is quite difficult to bring off. 

More cially, I can't write and don't want to write a 

comedy of m At this point in my career a new departure 

is not what I'm looking for. Anyway I'm like Miller: I'm not 

much intere ted in all that stuff except as a means to another 

end. 

I'm al 0 worried about overdoing Miller's crassness. You, 

as an extre ely couth American, might find it amusing; but some 

of my reade s might feel they were being mocked. 

4. Augusta is indeed the Wolf or Faber of the book--my 
4 

first female villain, as Barbara points out. I like the idea of 

her having a ore overt plot against Miller--luring him into some 

trap in whic he disgraces himself. But I think he should fall 

for it, then begin the slow climb back up the social ladder with 

bitterness i his heart. 

on't envisage Edward as a point-of-view character. 

like the idea of beefing up Marquez, and the 

associated 0 e of giving him some physical action. Maybe early 

in the story he could murder some rival to Edward. I don't yet 

see the ch istry of his involvement with Augusta but I'll 

. ull it over. 

5. I 

too many point-of-view characters. Adding Augusta, 

ylvio to the five you have mentioned gives us eight. 

NIGHT OVER WATER and I think it was too many. Four 

principals s ideally the maximum, with maybe one or two 

occasionals.j 
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6. I trink you're wrong about starting with the wedding. 

realise th1 danger of crowding the canvas too early but that 

is a simple ,technical problem, easily dealt with. And the 

wedding will pive a powerful sense of the tremendous wealth and 

social disti,ction of these people--making it all the more 

dramatic whenjthey are ruined. 
" 

7. I ike the idea of more action, as mentioned in 

connection wi h Marquez; but I think it should be perpetrated by 

the villains. I don't want to bring in another major character , 
on the side o~ the good guys. 

8. The trouble with taking Maisie out of the theatre is 

that there islno other milieu in Victorian society where a woman 

can have an i~ependent career. The only alternative is to make 

her a social 4limber, a Becky Sharp. 

I can seQ 
~' 

her as Jewish, but not married to a Greenbourne. 

At present thi key conflicts in this story take place within the 

Pilaster fami1r and bank. This is better than conflicts between 

rival familier' The Greenbournes should probably remain as 

useful adjUnc1F rather than key players. 

Also I s~ould be sorry to lose SammIe. 

9. I do~' t want to promote Dolly. We already have a wide 

range of major pharacters. 

t 
t

10. I 1ikf the idea of a conflicted Hugh. It might give 

him the "special" quality he now lacks. 
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J
ll. Hugh'sfsisters are intended to be peripheral. I put 

~ 

them in on the ~rounds that Hugh is more sympathetio if his 

ambitions are nqt purely selfish, and there is someone else in 

the baokground ~or whom (partly at least) he is doing all this. 

(Wasn't that yo~r suggestion? It feels like a Zuokerman one.) 

12. I think you're half wrong about the olimax. 

Resusoitating ~he failed bank is muoh more dramatio and original 

than merely av.rting the failure. However, your reaotion makes 

me realise that the resoue must be a matter of oharaoter and 
I 

oonfliot, rather than teohnioal genius. 

13. Yes, we must have a minor oharaoter to represent all 

the people whos lives will be ruined by the failure of the bank. 

Where does fhiS leave us? Not with a oomedy of manners, for 

the reasons alrerdy mentioned. A thriller? No, although I like 

the idea of getting some physioal aotion into the story. A novel 

about a family, iI hope; but one suffioiently original to avoid 

being oategOristd as a family saga--so the oliohes of the 

historioal roma1Fe must be avoided. 


